
Thursday 6th October 2022

To guide: Recount of the Visit to Sea Life Centre, Birmingham.

Beginning the journey, we entered a double-decker bus. When we

got off the bus, we walked along the canal but we had to be careful

so we didn't fall in.

When we arrived at the Sealife centre we were shocked to see such a beautiful

sight!

In our first enclosure, we saw gentoo penguins darting in the

water from side to side, some of them were under the water!

When we finished looking at the penguins, we saw a little

tunnel that was very small and it had beautiful coral

With some clownfish and some blue hippo tang.

Moving upwards, we spotted a big tank with catfish, sharks, and stingray in

it! Behind it was some starfish that the workers let us touch! The starfish felt

very rough. In the starfish tank there was a shark egg and stingray egg in it

but they were already hatched.

When it was time to go, somebody called Rebecca gave us some cushions to sit

on, and she taught us about recycling, plastic pollution and a turtle called Mo.

After the workshop, we ate our lunch in the octopus room.

We then went to see the otters called Ozzy and Ola. There

was a little glass room that you had to crawl into and it



would lead you underwater! Most of us went in and we loved it!

We then went to see the jellyfish, my favourite jellyfish were the colourful

jellyfish, they were gliding across the tank and they were

beautiful. We also saw some upside down jellyfish and they

were also beautiful. We then had a little break and sat down by

the seats and some of us looked around in the jellyfish room

still.

Before we left, we were all very excited to go into the 360 ocean

tunnel and we saw Mo the turtle and we all started clapping for

Mo. In the tunnel we saw stingray and sharks, and loads of other

fish!

Suddenly it was time to leave, our teacher gave us medals and a sticker and we

got back into our groups. We walked back along the canal and got to the bus

stop. We were waiting for the bus for quite a long time

but when the bus came we got on and went back to

school.


